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Abstract:  

 

Lake Mendota is a significant natural resource in the Madison area, but access varys              

relative to location. Viewing lake access as a finite community resource, we attempted to gauge               

public access and recreation of Lake Mendota and pinpoint what inhibits lake utilization. We              

produced an online survey that was dispersed to the UW Madison community that attempted to               

find where and how people interacted with Lake Mendota. We also physically surveyed Lake              

Mendota and classified segments of the shoreline as public, semi-public, semi-private and            

private. Survey respondents participated most frequently in low barrier to entry recreation, such             

as walking or biking along the shore. Survey respondents also cite physical barriers such as               

distance as main inhibitors to lake usage. Our physical survey revealed that around 42% of the                

lake perimeter was classified as public land, though this is mainly large stretches and not               

dispersed evenly. There are significant stretches of public land with very little public access. Our               

physical survey revealed that there are many small public plots of land that successfully increase               

access to the surrounding areas. Increasing small public parks along the Lake Mendota perimeter              

could be a low cost way to decrease physical barriers and increase access for low barrier to entry                  

recreational activities.  
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Introduction:  

 

No matter where you go in Madison, if the weather is nice, there will be barrages of                 

happy people outdoors. Madison is a planned city nestled between Lake Mendota and Lake              

Monona, so naturally lakes are intrinsically tied with Madison’s identity. Boating, sailing,            

fishing, canoeing, swimming, or walking along the shore, Mendota allows for endless            

recreational activities. Quality of life improvements based on lake proximity are well established             

(Deller, 2001, 360) but, how these benefits play out in relation to usage and access is unclear for                  

Lake Mendota. While Lake Mendota could be considered a community resource, uneven            

distribution of its benefits clearly exist. It is unclear how community access and usage of Lake                

Mendota varies with location, proximity to the body of water and demographics. Demographic,             

geographic and economic factors all affect each person's view of Lake Mendota. Do different              

locations have different accessibility? Are recreational activities location dependent? What kinds           

of barriers prevent people from interacting with the lake in a way that they would like to?                 

Through lake observations and a community survey we sought to be able to get a better idea of                  

where and how community members utilize the lake. In the end hopefully we find a correlation                

concerning usage and location that can be used as a framework to expand the recreation of Lake                 

Mendota to more community members, further establishing Madison identity and increasing           

public happiness. 
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Geographic Setting:  

 

The city of Madison is nestled on an isthmus between Lake Monona and Lake Mendota.               

Mendota is part of a chain of four lakes extending south. Along with Monona, the other two                 

lakes are Kegonsa and Waubesa. All four lakes are considered to be part of the Yahara river                 

chain, a river extending the entirety of the four lakes as seen in Figure 1. The entirety of Lake                   

Mendota is within Dane County in Wisconsin. The City of Madison has a considerable amount               

of Mendota shoreline, but the city of Middleton, the Village of Maple Bluff and the Village of                 

Shorewood Hills also have extensive shorelines. On top of that the University of Wisconsin              

Madison, Dane County and the state of Wisconsin own lake property. While much of the lake                

perimeter is privately owned, there are significant amounts of public (primarily city parks) and              

semi-public access points, along with a smaller amount of semi-private areas. For our purposes              

we defined public areas as areas that are almost always accessible by anyone (except for               

nighttime hours) for free. Parking and amenities vary, but public locations can be utilized by a                

broad group of user types. Semi-public areas are those that are accessible by most people at most                 

times (via formal or informal access). Semi-private areas are those that are inaccessible by most               

people. They are often connected to larger fees or requirements, or areas where informal access               

is discouraged. Private areas are areas that are inaccessible to almost all. This category is mostly                

made up of private residences.  
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Literature Review:  

 

In investigating how transit and lake proximity affects property values Kilpatrick and            

colleagues found that lake-front and lake-adjacent properties had a price premium compared to             

non lake properties (Kilpatrick et al, 309). While it’s been assumed that recreation access has               

desirable outcomes for individuals, it is unclear how to measure the impact. Property prices can               

be seen as a quantitative way to measure the price premium on access. Lansford and Jones                

surveyed the price premium of homes in relation to different criteria. They estimated that up to                

15% of home values within 2000 feet around a lake near Austin Texas could be attributed to the                  

lake itself (Lansford and Jones, 1995, 353). A similar analysis found that lakefront properties              

cost around $209,000 more than a property not on the lake. A home with only a lake view and no                    

lakefront property cost $31,000 more than the typical home (Loomis & Feldman, 2003, 1). This               

further suggests that the primary thing that leads one to recreate in an area is proximity and                 

access. The price premium of living closer to the lake can likely be at least partially attributed to                  

ease of access. In other research, when surveying elderly populations on why they do or do not                 

access specific parks, accessibility was by far the largest response (Onose et al., 2020, 7).               

However, different researchers have drawn different conclusions in relation to access. In            

examining individuals relations with parks and green space in Gyeongsan, Korea, Lee and Kim              

(Lee and Kim, 2015, 8246) found that improper management of park space was the primary               

reason that individuals did not go to a specific park, not lack of accessibility.  

Even while access exists, issues with different types of accessibility can hinder usage. In              

examining recreational use in Dow’s Lake in Ottawa, Canada Jaakson (Jaakson, 1985, 102)             

discovered that even when adequate access existed different types of users could discourage use              
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between them. In marinas that had both motorized and non-motorized boat traffic, users of boats               

such as canoes, kayaks and paddleboards are discouraged from accessing the lake during times              

of high motorized traffic (Jaakson, 1985, 102). Jaakson discusses that even when there was room               

at the marina for all users oftentimes “visual” intrusion that led some users to stay home                

(Jaakson, 1985, 102). While lake access is not a zero-sum equation it is clear that in some cases                  

access to one user group can dissuade other users. The intricacies of how different user groups                

interact with each other are complex and can be unclear at times. When record flooding occurred                

on Lake Mendota during June of 2000 emergency boating regulations were brought in to protect               

from shoreline erosion (Jones, 2003, 39). These regulations gave paddlers “unfettered access” to             

the lake and increased paddler usage (while decreasing motorboats using the lake).  

Not only does recreation behaviors change depending on the interactions between           

different recreation groups, but it also changes dramatically as time changes. Recreation changes             

drastically as seasons go on and also at different points in the day. In looking at urban lake                  

ecosystems in Finland, Vierikko found large differences in the demographic make up between             

summer and winter lake users (Vierikko, 2019, 773). Recreational use can also depend on              

landscape variables and available facilities. A study of 99 Wisconsin lakes found a strong              

correlation between motor boat usage and lake size. Recreational boat usage is much more              

common on larger lakes with many recreational facilities relative to smaller spotty lakes             

(Reed-Andersen et al, 2000, 439). These differences remind us of the fact that specific choices               

to increase access for a specific type of recreation will lead to increased access for particular                

groups, not everyone. Lake users are not a homogenous group and can often have conflicting               

interests and goals. In analyzing access to the lake through private property, public parks,              

marinas and other points one must consider who exactly tends to utilize these assets. Likewise,               
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the same asset can be used by different groups at different points in the day or year. In casual                   

observations we have noticed that minority communities utilize summer lakeshore fishing at high             

rates, but not ice and boat fishing. 

How a person chooses to interact with the lake is based on a combination of experiences                

the person has had. In a similar way, public perception can shape each individual's experiences.               

A survey of the Madison community found that 59% of the general community rated Mendota as                

fair in water quality, while 28% rated it as below fair (Craighead & Kitchen, 2015, 19). Knowing                 

that begs the question as to why perception has been built up to be less than ideal. Fortunately,                  

Mendota's history of heavy research makes the current lake conditions widely known. Simply             

looking at the lake, in many locations, a large amount of algae and plant life results in slightly                  

opaque water quality. Mendota is classified as a eutrophic lake, meaning the dissolved oxygen              

levels are low and less favorable for life. The result of this is shallow murky waters and a large                   

amount of sediment build up on the lake bottom. Unfortunately, Mendota used to be              

oligotrophic, deep and clear, but underwent the process of “cultural eutrophication”. This means             

Mendota's current state is entirely human caused as a result of pollution (Brock, 6). Mendota               

experiences mainly nonpoint pollution, meaning it comes from many different sources. One of             

the biggest drivers in Mendota's eutrophication is phosphorus pollution. Normally phosphorus is            

a required nutrient for lake production, but in excess phosphorus can cause noxious algal blooms,               

such as blue-green algae, increase aquatic plant growth and oxygen depletion. Phosphorus can             

enter the lake through runoff of fertilizer or dairy cattle dietary supplements (Bennet,             

Reed-Anderson, Houser, Gabriel & Carpenter, 1999, 2). Agricultural runoff is common in the             

area because Dane county is rated in the top ten in the country for agricultural wealth (Brock,                 

2012, 10). Blue-green algae formation in Mendota is temperature dependent and commonly            
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occurs when temperatures are between 20 and 30 degrees Celsius, most frequent in the summer               

months (Konopka & Brock, 1978, 572). Blue-green algae is a dense, blue-green colored blob of               

algae that floats on top of the water and can be harmful for people and animals. It has been                   

known to kill cats and dogs and also other animals that reside in and around the lake. For                  

humans, blue-green algae can cause rashes , or in more extreme cases, nerve poisoning              

(Washington Department of Health). It is clear how blue-green algae presence in Lake Mendota              

can affect the negative public perception. 

 

 Methods:  

 

We analyzed each specific segment of the shoreline and classified its ease of use for               

non-lakeshore individuals. Is it a public park that is open for public swimming? Is it a private                 

residence so all public usage is barred? Is it impossible to swim for some geographic reasons?                

Proximity to parks, boat launches or public beaches was all taken into consideration. Ease of               

entry for a canoe or kayak is another aspect that was considered. Much of this information was                 

obtainable purely by observation. Walking around different areas of the lake it is easy to see how                 

lake usage changes. Specific shoreline geography and characteristics are something we can now             

map with detail. We also observed the way the lake is, and can, be used for specific recreational                  

activities. Speed boats, pontoons, kayaks, canoes, jet skis, small sailboats and keel sailboats are              

all used on Lake Mendota but require specific infrastructure and access points to be utilized.               

Available marina locations may affect the amount of people using speed boats on the lake. These                

bits of information were determined via observation and a survey of people who utilize the lake.                

Seasonality and Covid-19 definitely affected how people interact with the lake. It is hard to reach                
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a realistic usage amount based on the present circumstances, but hopefully the trends remain and               

paint a picture of how recreation relates to location on Lake Mendota.  

In the residential portion of the lake there are two main types of lake residential property                

setups. One type of setup is where houses and a road parallel the lakeshore which represent the                 

majority of residential areas of the lakeshore. One example of this would be Sherman Avenue               

where one set of houses on one side of the road have exclusive access to the lake. The other                   

residential system surrounding the lake is systems of “dead ends'' that lead into the lake. An                

example of these cul de sacs are N. Pinkley and N. Livingstone which comes from Gorham                

Street. We would like to examine the result of these two different systems of street planning on                 

public access and utilization of the lake. It was assumed that parallel road and house setups                

inhibit community access and utilization while allowing for more access and utilization for those              

with property on Lake Mendota. The City of Madison also defines parks with different              

terminology. A diverse set of terminology is utilized across Mendota including “Mini”            

(Giddings, Merrill Spring, etc.), “Conservation” (Cherokee Marsh), “Community” (Marshall,         

James Madison, etc.) and “Neighborhood” (Burrows) (City of Madison, 2020). We seek to             

understand how the different classifications inhibit or encourage usage or access. 

While conducting field surveys we utilized Avenza Maps to record georeferenced notes,            

pictures and descriptions of the lakeshore (all within the placemark function). The majority of              

the lake and surrounding area is covered by Madison West USGS quad, but Madison East and                

Waunakee were utilized to fully cover the lake. We used Google Drive and Sheets to compile                

data on documents that were worked on by both members. We met at minimum twice-weekly               

either outside (to survey together) or virtual depending on situational demands. In our first              

weekly meeting we set the tasks and distribution for both members. The surveying, compiling,              
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and writing work was shared equally across group members unless the week demanded             

differently.  

We also surveyed members of the Madison community to understand how and where             

they specifically interact with Lake Mendota. We used this information to try and draw              

connections with how access points across the lake are utilized by different groups. We asked               

demographic questions (Appendix 1). We chose to ask these demographic questions because we             

believe those are the most likely to possibly impact the ways the individuals interact with the                

lake. Our primary goal was to understand if, and how individuals interact with Lake Mendota. If                

they do not interact with the lake on any meaningful level we asked; “What is the primary thing                  

inhibiting them from accessing the lake?” We are interested in learning what is primarily              

inhibiting access for users and non-users alike. We attempt to understand exactly what users are               

doing on the lake, how often they are doing it and where they are doing it. The goal of the survey                     

was to lead us to a more unique perspective on Lake Mendota access. To see our complete                 

survey see Appendix 1.   

We set out to more fully understand the ways in which the Mendota community accesses               

and utilizes Lake Mendota. By doing a comprehensive survey of all the public access points and                

garnering responses to why and how individuals interact with the lake through a survey we hope                

to understand trends from the different types of urban layouts, public parks, and other land               

categories and how that affects how Mendota is accessed and recreated on.  
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Results: 

 

For our analysis we collected data in two ways, survey results and a field analysis of                

areas surrounding lake Mendota. It is important to state the limitations that existed in attempting               

to survey a broad array of people who interact with Lake Mendota. In the end we received 52                  

total responses (Table 1). We sought demographic data because we wanted to make sure that we                

didn’t draw broad conclusions based on a narrow set of survey respondents. Out of our 45                

respondents choosing to provide demographic information (Table 1), 55% were male (Table 2),             

and 96% were white (Table 3). We can largely assume that we failed to draw a broad set of                   

survey respondents. There were difficulties in distributing surveys when in person interaction is             

limited by the Covid-19 pandemic. Because of the pandemic restrictions we were limited in only               

being able to collect survey responses electronically and could not in person survey respondents.              

By being limited in electronic surveying we immediately exclude those lake users who do not               

have regular access to the internet or distribution links. We distributed our survey to the               

University of Wisconsin Geography List Server as well the Wisconsin Hoofers email list.             

Knowing this information, we can assume that most respondents are connected to University of              

Wisconsin Madison. While it is likely that those affiliated with UW Madison are representative              

of the wider Lake Mendota community, we do not have a stratified random sample. On top of                 

that, students, a large majority of our survey results, may only live in Madison part of the year.                  

Students also are likely limited by transportation or storage requirements needed for many             

recreational activities. 

Understanding that we did not receive a diverse representation of the Mendota             

Community we can still draw some conclusions from our results. Tabel 4 shows that 94.44% of                
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respondents utilized Lake Mendota for some form of recreation. This points towards a significant              

ratio of the Mendota community participating in recreational activities. Table 5 shows the             

specific activities that respondents participated in. Walking along the lakeshore, biking and            

running along the lake shore were the most popular given the low barrier to entry. Other                

activities were in low frequency, such as motor boating occurring on average less than once per                

year, but it is important to remember the UW Madison community and students' high response               

rate in the data. Figure 6 shows a heat map of where recreational activities were participated in.                 

Highlighting a few hotspots in popular public access points. Table 7 categorizes the responses of               

primary inhibitors to lake access. Responses varied, but a large majority cited reasons such as               

distance and lack of public spaces most frequently inhibiting lake usage. A full list of responses                

and classification can be seen in Appendix 2. Further analysis of all survey results can be found                 

in the analysis section.    

Our field analysis identified public, semi public, semi-private and public locations around            

the Lake Mendota perimeter. We classified public locations as those areas that are almost always               

accessible by anyone (except for nighttime hours) for free. Parking and amenities vary, but              

public locations can be utilized by a broad group of users for many different activities. We                

identified 18 unique public areas that can be seen in Figure 4 through Figure 21. We classified                 

semi-public areas as areas that are accessible by most people at most times for some recreational                

activities. These areas are typically dead ends or boat launches, areas that are open to the public,                 

but are limited to a small number of activities. We identified 10 unique semi-public areas that                

can be seen in Figure 22 through Figure 31. We classified semi-private locations as those areas                

that are inaccessible by most people, often connected to fees or requirements. We identified 5               

unique semi-private areas that can be seen in Figure 32 through Figure 36. One example of this                 
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type of area is the Shorewood Hills Marina where access is limited to the 70 spots for boats and                   

fees range from 445 to 1,140 dollars (Shorewood Hills Village, 2020). We classified private              

areas as areas that are inaccessible to most, typically private residents. There are many private               

areas around the lake, but examples can be seen in Figure 37 through Figure 40. A map showing                  

all of the unique locations that we found can be seen in Figure 3 and in correlation with Table 8                    

names and figure numbers can be found.  

 

 

Analysis:  

 

There was a clear correlation between public access points and where survey respondents             

said they access Mendota (Figure 2). By utilizing Qualtrics “block” function we could analyze              

Figure 2 to see the makeup of areas that our respondents said they access the lake with. The                  

block function divides the map up into squares and then records the number of collective clicks                

for each square (Qualtrics, 2020), Using the same designations defined in the methods, we              

classified all blocks as “public blocks”, “semi-public blocks”, “semi-private blocks” or “private            

blocks”. A “block” is defined by the highest access level it contains. Thus, if a block contains                 

areas that are both private and semi-public it would be defined as a “semi-public block”.               

Responses were drawn to their closest perimeter “block”. While these “blocks” do not represent              

the percent of the perimeter (Figure 42), we analyzed the percent of the lakeshore for each                

category in blocks. While 53.3% of the perimeter “blocks” were exclusively private, only 2.8%              

of respondents signified that they utilize this type of block for Mendota access (Table 9).               

Semi-public and Public perimeter blocks account for 43.1% of all the perimeter blocks (Table 9).               
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Yet, they accounted for 94.8% of the “blocks” that survey respondents indicated they utilize for               

access (Table 9). This means that most people exclusively access the lake via public access               

points. We found no statistical significance between people who live within a third mile of the                

lake and those that do not.  

When asked about barriers preventing lake access many survey respondents varied. These            

responses were broken down into physical, environmental, COVID-19 related, busy/too many           

people, lack of time and nothing inhibiting usage. Physical barriers were by far the most frequent                

response at 38% of the total reasons (Table 7), most commonly citing distance or lack of a                 

nearby public space as physical barriers. Although, not every respondent felt this way, the next               

most common result was 17% of respondents directly stating nothing as inhibiting them from              

usage (Table 7). 14% of respondents cited environmental factors, mainly poor water quality, as              

their main inhibitors (Table 7). 10% of responses blamed COVID-19, a problem that will              

presumably be fixed with the end of the pandemic. The remaining responses center around busy               

public spaces, lack of time and and lack of equipment as the main inhibitors. Given the proximity                 

of effective public spaces, many of these inhibitors could be removed or at least lessened. For a                 

complete list of responses and categories see Appendix 2.     

Responses concerning the type of recreation show predictable results (Table 5).           

Activities, such as walking or cycling along the lake, were the most common, 18 and 12 times                 

per year respectively (Table 5). This is logical given the low barrier of entry and the overall                 

simplicity of the activity. Activities, in order of popularity go as follows: running along lake               

shore, swimming, non-motor boating, sailing, ice skating, fishing, cross country skiing, motor            

boating and snow shoeing (Figure 5). Unsurprising, the list has activities with the simplest              

equipment being the most popular. Non-motor boating and sailing were participated in an             
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average of 5 and 4 times per year respectively (Figure 5). These activities have a higher barrier                 

to entry, but programs such as Hoofers allow easier access for these kinds of activities might be                 

responsible for their popularity. Motorboating is participated in less than once a year on average.               

Given most respondents being UW affiliated it is clear why motor-boating was not as popular. If                

a more holistic review of lake Mendota was received, increased popularity of motor-boating or              

other high barrier to entry activities may be increased.  

Our field data on the lake perimeter yielded interesting variability in access relative to              

location. Referencing Figure 41 it can be seen which specific stretches of the lake perimeter are                

classified as public, semi-public, semi-private and private. The areas equate to 42% public, 3.4%              

semi-public, 1.9% semi-private and 52.7% private. Though a surprisingly large amount of the             

lake perimeter is public, there are still significant stretches that are privately owned. As can be                

seen in Figure 41 the two longest stretches of private land are Maple Bluff in the North East and                   

the Middleton area in the South West. The longest stretches of public land are the Lakeshore                

Nature Preserve (Figure 11), Mendota Mental Health Institute (Figure 18) and Cherokee Marsh             

(Figure 20). 

    

Discussion:  

 

Utilizing data and analysis of Figure 2, Figure 42 and Table 9 it is clear that survey                 

respondents lean towards public areas when seeking out recreation. Though people without            

lakefront property are required to use public areas if access is desired, Madison public parks are                

heavily trafficked based on our findings. As our physical survey results show (Figure 11, Figure               

12 and Figure 14) Downtown Madison houses many large parks that support diverse forms of               
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recreation. This is a successful development for the downtown area and can be seen as a reason                 

to increase access points and quality of access points around the lake perimeter.   

It is likely that by focusing on the raw amount of shoreline that is public versus other                 

categories (Figure 41) we have overestimated public access to Lake Mendota. A simple increase              

in percent of the perimeter that is public does not definitionally mean an increase in access. In                 

calculating the mileage of public perimeter around the lake we included the entirety of both the                

Lakeshore Nature Preserve and Mendota Mental Health Institute. While we believe that both             

these areas represent public areas and important areas of access, they simply are so large and                

concentrated that they may paint a picture that the perimeter of the lake is more accessible than it                  

really is. Mendota Mental Health Institute contains 2.32 miles of perimeter while Lakeshore             

Nature Preserve contains 4.02 miles. This combines to be 70% of the 9.07 miles of public                

perimeter (Figure 41). These perimeter miles are highly utilized for access. That being said, it is                

important to remember that the access is not evenly distributed and is highly concentrated in               

certain areas. The raw percentage of the perimeter that is public may paint a greater picture than                 

exists in reality. This disconnect is further exacerbated by the geographic nature of both              

Lakeshore Nature Preserve and Mendota Mental Health Institute. Large portions of both            

Lakeshore Nature Reserve and Mendota Mental Health Institute’s land consists of a peninsula             

that juts into Mendota. These peninsulas (Governors Islands at. 89 miles of perimeter and Picnic               

Point with 1.18 miles) are counted as lakeshore perimeter and are surrounded by public land on                

both sides. While Picnic Point and Governors Island drastically increase recreation space and are              

heavily utilized, they in fact do little to increase access. This means that 22.8% of the perimeter                 

that is classified as public is completely dead weight in turns of increasing access (Figure 41).  
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Besides the 7% of responses citing COVID-19 as their main barrier to interaction with              

Lake Mendota, the remaining reasons can be seen as partially limited by lack of public space                

(Table 7). The most common response, physical barriers clearly show the lack of sufficient              

public space being an inhibitor for the Mendota community. Environmental barriers are tough to              

combat without major cleanup projects, but increased quality of public land would surely ease              

some people's negative feelings towards the lake water. Lack of time and too many people are                

both barriers that can be combated with more and larger public areas respectively. If size and                

frequency of access points is increased one could access a public area with less time and less                 

crowding. Lack of equipment could be limited by capital of respondents, but also available              

storage space. There are many successful rental places in the Madison area and on Lake Mendota                

itself that can be used as a framework. Wingra, Brittingham and Olbrich boat rentals are all                

successful rental areas within the city of Madison. Hoofers allows for the rental of many               

recreational items on Lake Mendota, but is only in the downtown area. Increasing the rental               

opportunities on Lake Mendota will do alot to decrease lack of equipment as a barrier to many                 

Madison residents. Several parks along the Mendota shore line feature kayak and canoe storage              

Figure 6, Figure 10 and Figure 12 being a few examples. From our observations these are                

usually well utilized and always at capacity. Increasing affordable storage, sharing and rentals of              

small watercraft should be a priority for other public spaces around Mendota.  

As we have noted in Table 4, survey results indicate that low barrier to entry activities are                 

among the most popular. Low barrier means that little or no equipment or advanced facilities are                

needed. Small lakeshore plots of land can dramatically increase access for residents and lake              

users. A small lakeside half acre as in Figure 7, can be utilized as an informal swim spot, picnic                   

area, small boat launch etc. We believe that people will utilize public access points irrespective               
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of size or type of access. One needs to look no further than the footprints left in the snow in                    

Figure 28, to see that small access spots will be utilized regardless of the weather or location.                 

We see a similar tendency within “Mini” Madison City Parks. While many of the activities that                

occur in these areas can be described as a low barrier of entry for users, they are also low cost to                     

establish from a governmental point of view. While the city could utilize a half acre of lakeshore                 

to establish a new motorized boat launch it would be cheaper, and likely benefit more people to                 

leave the lakeshore intact and simply provide an adequate access point through a path, stairway               

or road.  

Another model for expanding lake access would be attempts to merge private lakeshores             

into public park-like areas. The majority of the lakeshore is privately owned and expanding              

access is thought of as difficult because homeowners have no incentives to give up exclusive               

lake access. This infers that lake access is a zero sum game. We don’t believe that to be the case.                    

Looking at Spring Beach Park as a model (Figure 8), homeowners can have all the benefits of                 

private lakeshore while preserving public access. They achieve this by having a “shared             

backyard” with public access at a street dead end. This way these private residences do not have                 

any blockage (including roads) between their homes and the lake. While sharing their space may               

be seen as a detriment to certain homeowners, the gain of having (for all intents and purposes) a                  

much larger backyard will likely be large for many. As you can see in the bottom image of                  

Figure 8 many residents have essentially treated the park as their back yard with no clear                

boundary of where the park begins and the private residents. While some have elected to build                

fences, notice the house in the far left of the image with an open staircase to the park and                   

trampolines open to the park. While there are clear setbacks to establishing this type of access we                 

believe it to be the most achievable and beneficial way to drastically increase access for               
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non-lakeshore residents while preserving much of the private property benefits that current            

lakeshore homeowners have. 

It is important to note how the global COVID-19 pandemic has affected our research and               

results. COVID-19 has changed the designation of some areas along the lake; almost always              

decreasing access. For example, Memorial Union (Figure 27) would be normally considered            

semi-public, but is now restricted to UW-affiliated individuals making it fit more into the              

semi-private category. For the purpose of our research we considered places like this in their               

pre-pandemic category, but know that this isn't necessarily true at the present time. On top of that                 

we had to limit spreading our survey electronically only. Being able to in-person interview and               

survey different members of the Mendota community would have given us a more holistic              

review of how people choose to interact and what inhibits them. Though our results show               

significant trends, it would have been interesting, and more true to life, to interview people from                

all over the Mendota community.  

 

Conclusion:  

 

Based on our research unequal distribution of lake access exists along the Madison             

perimeter. Survey respondents heavily utilized public spaces (Figure 2, Figure 42 and Table 9)              

as a means of recreation. Given survey results insufficiently gauging the lake perimeter it's tough               

to see how demographics and lake proximity relate to access and recreation (Table 2, Table 3                

and Table 6). Though, it is clear that physical barriers, or other barriers concerning lack of                

public land (Table 7 and Appendix 2) are the main inhibitors to public access. Physical survey                

results show a large accessibility difference depending on location (Figure 41). Though the             
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Mendota perimeter is 42% public land, there are many large stretches of private land (Figure               

41). Many of these stretches (especially along Maple Bluff, Shorewood Hills and Middleton),             

have limited public access points. Physical barriers being the main inhibitor for our survey              

respondents (Table 7) it's clear that these longer stretches of private land are a barrier to lake                 

access for many people in that area. Increasing public access to Lake Mendota in all areas may                 

seem tough, but several areas of the lake perimeter already accomplish sufficient access. A small               

lakeside half acre as in Figure 7 and Spring Beach Park (Figure 8) both successfully increase                

lake access without large costs or space requirements. These public lands can be used as a                

framework for future developments of the Mendota perimeter.      
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Figures and Tables:  

 

Figure 1: Shows the Yahara river chain, connected by the Yahara river. Lake Mendota is the first                 

in the chain, furthest to the northwest (made using ESRI ArcGis Pro). 
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Survey Results: 

 

Table 1: Answers to the question; “Would you like to provide demographic information?”             

Shows total count and percentage of all survey respondents. 
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Table 2: answers to the question; “What is your race?” Shows total count and percentage of                

survey respondents.The Other answer was “Italian”. 
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Table 3: Answers to the question; “What gender do you identify as?” shows total count and                

percentage of survey respondents. 
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Table 4: Answers to the question; “Have you ever used Lake Mendota for recreational              

activities?” shows total count and percentage of survey respondents. 
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Table 5: Answers to the question; “How many times in the past year have you engaged in any of                   

the following activities in relation to Lake Mendota?” shows the minimum amount that a single               

respondent said they annually did the given activity, the maximum amount a respondent said              

they did the activity, the average value that all respondents put, the standard deviation, variance               

and total count of respondents that put an amount for that activity, for all the activities listed.                 

Other answers include; “walking on the ice”, “birding”, “hanging out at the terrace”,             

“birdwatching” and “just chill at the lake”.  
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Figure 2: Heat map showing where survey respondents participate in recreational activities            

around the lake perimeter.(Qualtrics) 
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Table 6: Answer to the question; “Do you live close to Lake Mendota (approximately within ⅓                

of a mile or 1760 feet)? Shows total count and percentage of total.  
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Table 7: Answers to the question; “What is the primary thing inhibiting you from accessing the                

lake?” Count and percentage of the total are shown. Open ended answers are broken down into 7                 

separate categories based on similarities. For each individual answer and slight justification of             

categorization see Appendix 2.  
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Figure 3: Map corresponding to all of the places we physically surveyed in our data collection.                

Numbers correspond to figure groups and more information about each location can be seen in               

Table 8.  
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Table 8: Shows each separate location that we surveyed, the specific figure group, the              

classification and the exact latitude and longitude. Can be used in correlation with Figure 3 to                

view the names and pictures of locations on the map.   
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Table 9: Heatmap Mendota perimeter access breakdown utilizing Qualtrics “Block” function.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Number of  
“Mendota 
perimeter 
blocks” 

Percentage of  
“Mendota 
perimeter 
blocks” 

Number of  
survey 
participants 
utilized access  
points  

Percentage of  
survey 
participants 
utilized access  
points  

Public 52 31.1% 175 82.9% 

Semi-Public 20 12.0% 25 11.8% 

Semi-Private 6 3.6% 5 2.4% 

Private 89 53.3% 6 2.8% 

Total 167 100.0% 211 100.0% 
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Public: Areas that are almost always accessible by anyone (except for nighttime hours) for free.               

Parking and amenities vary, but public locations can be utilized by a broad group of users. 

 

Figure 4 - Westshire Conservancy- Jackson’s Landing Park (43.147,-89.413): A nature trail and             

park located near a housing community. While parking can be limited, it is open to all and has                  

self-guided walks and boardwalks. 
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Figure 5 - Mendota County Park (43.108, -89.470): Above Middleton, this park has a beach,               

multiple picnic areas, and areas to launch small and large boats.  
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Figure 6 - Marshall Park (43.094, -89.483): A 17 acre park with beaches, boat launches, kayak                

and canoe storage and launch sites along with trails, playgrounds and parking.  
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Figure 7 - Capital Avenue Street End Park (43.087, -89.472): Small park where one could swim,                

or land small water crafts such as kayaks and canoes (no parking). 
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Figure 8 - Spring Harbor Beach Park (43.083, -89.470): A small corner park that has a beach                 

and ample green space. It is notable for its interesting layout of private residences to the south                 

that open to the park. In this way the park acts as a “shared backyard” for those in the private                    

residences, while maintaining public access to the lake. 
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Figure 9 - Merrill Spring Park (43.081, -89.467): A “Mini” park with multiple benches and               

swim spot.  
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Figure 10 - John C McKenna Park (43.084, -89.450): A Shorewood Hills park with kayak/canoe               

storage and sharing, docks, and a gazebo with public parking. 
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Figure 11 - Lakeshore Nature Preserve (43.077, -89.401699): A path through the Lakeshore             

Nature Reserve (Public). Starting from Muir Woods (43.077252, -89.401699) moving west, the            

Lakeshore Nature Reserve is the largest continuous public usage area across the perimeter of              

Lake Mendota accounting for over four miles of public perimeter (includes all of Picnic Point).               

The reserve is utilized for walking, biking, running, bird watching and has places for canoe and                

kayak storage and launch sites. While survey results suggest that the Lakeshore Nature Reserve              

has the highest overall usage of any area, the usage is likely skewed because of the                

interconnectedness between the Nature Reserve and UW-Madison.  
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Figure 12 - James Madison Park (43.082, -89.383): A 12.6 acre City of Madison park with                

kayak and canoe storage, bike/running paths, picnic areas and a beach. 
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Figure 13 - Giddings Park (43.086, -89.377): A small park near downtown Madison with green               

space, benches and a small beach.  
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Figure 14 - Burrows Park (43.102, -89.369): A large park with sailboat storage and parking. The                

spot is frequented by wind and kite surfers who utilize the docks.  
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Figure 15 - Tenney Park & Filene Park (43.093469, -89.372074): To the left is a Public beach                 
that can also be used to launch non-motorized watercraft. The large pedestrian pathway that is in                
the center of the photograph supports the activities such as biking, walking, and running along               
the lake that respondents stated they partake in most frequently (Table 5). The lock can be                
utilized by all watercraft and fishers. 
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Figure 16 - Maple Bluff Beach Park (43.111, -89.372): A maple bluff park that features a small                 

beach, dock, playground and kayak and canoe storage for Maple Bluff residents. 
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Figure 17 - Warner Park (43.124, -89.376): A large park on Mendota’s western shore, features               

running walking space and a gazebo area that is currently being renovated.  
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Figure 18 - Governor Island and Mendota Health (starts at 43.129,-89.393): A large nature              

complex on the Mendota Mental Health Institute property. Area is characterized by informal             

access points and relatively unimproved amenities.  
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Figure 19 - Veith Ave DNR Public Access (43.137, -89.409): A small Wisconsin Department of               

Natural Resources beach surrounded by private properties. Beach can be used for fishing,             

swimming or a small boat launch site. 
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Figure 20 - Cherokee Marsh (Starts At 43.140, -89.407): A large City of Madison conservation               

park that features trails, boardwalks. Above is a typical access point to the Marsh which is                

oftentimes no more than a trail with minimal or no signage. 
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Figure 21 - N. Francis Dead End (43.077, -89.395): A small public beach with a little bit of                  

greenspace. 
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Semi-public: Areas that are accessible by most people at most times. 

 

Figure 22 - Governor Nelson State Park (43.130, -89.434): State park managed by the              

Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources with an admission fee (State Park Sticker) required             

for entrance. Amenities include beaches, boat launches, picnic areas, playground equipment and            

trails. 
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Figure 23 - Middleton Boat Launch (43.104, -89.483): A boat launch for large motorized boats.  
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Figure 24 - Baker Ave Dead End (43.089, -89.476): Small dirt dead end where one could swim                 

or land small watercraft. 
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Figure 25 - Epworth Courte Dead End (43.085, -89.473): Small dead end where one could               

swim, canoe, kayak, picnic or simply admire the view on the benches pictured above. 
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Figure 26 - Spring Harbor Boat Storage and Launch (43.081, -89.470): A public boat launch               

connected to Spring Harbor park.  
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Figure 27 - Memorial Union (43.077, -89.400): University of Wisconsin Madison managed            

dining and social center. Normally open to the public, but during Covid-19 access is restricted.               

Swimming and boat access are available. 
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Figure 28 - North Henry Dead End (43.077, -89.394): A staircase and small access spot to a                 

rocky part of the lake. The footprints left in the snow show clear utilization of this access spot                  

even in winter.  
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Figure 29 - North Carroll Dead End (43.079, -89.391): A staircase down to a rocky part of the                  

lakeshore with private property on either side.  
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Figure 30 - North Pinckney Street Dead End (43.080, -89.389): A staircase and pathway to a                

rocky area of the lakeshore. 
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Figure 31 - North Patterson Dead End (43.086, -89.378): A long pathway down to a walled                

portion of the lake.  
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Semi-private: Areas that are inaccessible by most people. Often connected to fees or             

requirement, or areas where informal access exists 

 

Figure 32 - Mazanet Marina (42.148, -89.409): Located near where Yahara opens to Mendota,              

access to the marina limited to boat owners who pay the Marina fees. 
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Figure 33 - Bishops Bay Country Club (43.116, -89.454): Country Club with amenities including              

full golf course, tennis courses and swimming pool as well as many 
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Figure 34 - Shorewood Hills Marina and Blackhawk Country Club (43.081, -89.461): A Marina              

where  
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Figure 35 - The Edgewater (43.079, -89.390): A restaurant, hotel and spa with boat dockage and                

swimming. 
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Figure 36 - Maple Bluff Marina (43.123, -89.376): Private Marina for Maple Bluff Residents.  
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Private: Areas that are inaccessible to almost all. This category is mostly made up of private                

residences. 

 

Figure 37 - Laurel Crest Court Dead End (43.088, -89.476): A dirt dead end that has no public                  

access due to private residences cutting off the lake. 
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Figure 38 - Shorewood Hills Residence (43.036, -89.446): A private Cul-de-sac that is highly              

representative of the house style and lake access of much of the Madison towns (Shorewood               

Hills and Maple Bluff). 
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Figure 39 - Cambridge Court Cul-de-Sac (43.105, -89.368): A typical example of how lake              

access can be effectively cut off for both dead end and parallel layouts. Here, the white fences                 

and planted trees cut off visual access to Mendota.  
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Figure 40 - Private Maple Bluff Residence (43.115, -89.381): Notice how set back the fence and                

houses are from the lake so that one could not even know that you are bordering Lake Mendota.  
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Figure 41: Above a map of the classified shoreline of Lake Mendota. Dark green are public                

areas, light green are semi-public areas, orange areas are semi-private and red are areas that are                

fully private. These areas equate to roughly 42.0% (9.07 miles, 14.62 kilometers) of public              

shoreline, 3.4% (.73 miles, 1.18 kilometers) semi-public, 1.9% (.41 miles, .66 kilometers)            

semi-private, and 52.7% (11.38, 18.23 kilometers) private.  
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Figure 42: A picture of the heatmap in Figure 2 utilizing the Qualtrics “block” function.  
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Appendices:  

Appendix 1: Shows the survey questions that we respondents. All questions and possible answers              

can be seen below.  

1. Would you like to provide demographic information? 

a. If yes, what is your race? 

i. White 

1. Are you of Hispanic or Latino Origin? 

a. Yes 

b. No 

ii. Black or African American 

iii.  American Indian or Alaska Native 

iv. Asain 

v. Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander  

vi. Prefer not to answer 

vii. Other 

1. Open ended text box 

b. What gender do you identify as? 

i. Female 

ii. Male 

iii. Transgender 

iv. Non-binary 

v. Other 

1. Open ended text box 
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vi. Prefer not to answer 

2. Have you ever used Lake Mendota for recreational activities? 

a. Yes 

b. No 

If yes to question #2: 

3. How many times in the past year have you engaged in any of the following activities? If                 

you have engaged in any of the following activities where do you primarily do them?               

(open numerical box, with Mendota map) 

a. Walking along lakeshore 

b. Running along lakeshore 

c. Biking 

d. Fishing 

e. Swimming 

f. Ice Skating 

g. Windsurfing/Kiteboarding 

h. Motor Boating 

i. Non-Motor Boating (kayak, canoe, paddle board) 

j. Sailing 

k. Ice Fishing 

l. Cross Country Skiing 

m. Snowshoeing 

n. Other 

i. Open ended box 
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4. Where most often, do you enter the lake? 

a. Open Mendota map where users can click specific locations. 

5. Do you live close to Lake Mendota (within 2000 feet)? 

i. Yes, I live on the lake 

ii. Yes, I live within 2000 feet of the lake 

iii. No 

If yes and no to question #2: 

6. What is the primary thing inhibiting you from accessing the lake?  

a. Open ended text box.  
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Appendix 2: Shows all write in answers for survey question; “What is the primary thing               

inhibiting you from accessing the lake?” Answers grouped into physical, environmental,           

COVID-19, Busy / too many people, Lack of equipment, time and nothing. Category for each               

specific number can be seen in parentheses by the answer.  


